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The curriculum in the topic of mathematics has occasionally undergone changes in line with the growth of the subject and the new needs of society. The senior middle stage is the starting stage of where students go from to either higher academic education in math or vocational courses such as engineering, physical and
biosauk, commerce or computer programs. This updated curriculum was developed in accordance with the 2005 National Curriculum Curriculum and in accordance with guidelines provided by the Focus Group on Teaching Mathematics 2005, which should meet the new needs of all categories of students. Motivating
themes of real life situations and other subject areas, a greater emphasis was placed on the application of different concepts. Goals Broad goals of teaching mathematics at the high school stage intend to help students: gain knowledge and critical understanding, in particular through motivation and visualization, basic
concepts, terms, principles, symbols and perseverance of basic processes and skills. to feel the flow of reasons, proving the result or solving the problem. apply the acquired knowledge and skills to solve problems and wherever possible by more than one method. develop a positive attitude to thinking, analyze and
articulate logically. develop interest in this issue by participating in relevant competitions. familiarize students with various aspects of mathematics used in everyday life. develop an interest in students in the study of mathematics as a discipline. develop awareness of the need for national integration, environmental
protection, adherence to small family norms, elimination of social barriers, elimination of gender biases. develop reverence and respect for great mathematicians for their contribution to mathematics. CLASS-XII (2018-19) One paper time: 3 hours Max Marks. 100 units No 100 periods Mark I Relationships and functions 30
10 II Algebra 50 13 III Computational volume 80 44 IV vectors and three - Measurable geometry 30 17 V Linear programming 20 06 VI Probability 30 10 Total 240 100 Unit-I: Relationships and functions 1. Relationships and functions; 15 Periods Relationship types: reflex, symmetrical, transitive and equivalent
relationships. One-to-one and function composite functions inverse functions. Binary operations. 2. Inverse of trigonometry functions 15 Periods definition, range, domain, branch of primary value. Graphs of inverse trigonometry functions. Elementary properties of inverse trigonometric functions. Unit II: Algebra 1. Matrix;
25 Periods Concept, designation, order, equality, types of mantos, zero and matrix identity, matrix transposition, symmetrical and skewed symmetrical matrixes. Matrix operation: Adding and multiplying and multiplying the scalar. Simple properties of addition, multiplication and scalar Non-switching multiplication of
mantos and the existence of nonzero mants, the product of which is a zero matrix (limited to square matrix order 2). Concept of elementary operations of rows and columns. Inverted matrixes and proof of uniqueness inverse if it exists; (Here all the matrixes will have real records).) 2. Determinants; 25 Periods Of the
square matrix (up to 3 x 3 matrix), the properties of the demerminant, minors, co-factors and the use of the detection when searching for the area of the triangle. Adjacent and inverse square matrix. Consistency, inconsistency and number of solutions of the system of linear equations according to examples, solving the
system of linear equations in two or three variables (having a unique solution) using the inverse matrix. Click here to download the full curriculum courtesy: CBSE &lt;&lt; Return to the homepage The latest CBSE resolved sample questions for Class 12 math can be downloaded to PDF here for the 2019 session - 2020,
2018-19, 2017-18, 2016-17 with a new labeling scheme and answer keys. Sample Math Samples &amp;amp; her decisions are based on a new curriculum &amp; the latest CBSE Board 2020 exam template for standard XII. Sample Papers for Math Class of 12 on the New CBSE Council 2020 Training Game PDF
DownloadClass 12 Mathematics CBSE Practical Articles 2020 with Solutions, New &amp; Editing Previous year Solved modeling worksMaths CBSE Board the previous year Exam Questions Documents with Decisions &amp;; Answer Key: Education Desk | New Delhi Hotel | Updated: October 16, 2018 5:18:19 PM
CBSE Exams 2019: Here's a detailed CBSE class 10, 12 math curriculum before appearing for exams. (Image source: pixabay.com) CBSE 2019 exams: The Central Board of Secondary Education plans to conduct exams from February next year. The panel has already released a list of vocational subjects for exams to
be held from February to March 2019, the schedule and date of the exams will be made public at a later date. In addition to 40 different professional subjects, the board will conduct exams for typography and computer applications (English), web applications, graphics, office communications, etc., as these subjects have
a greater practical component, and shorter theory documents. READ ALSO | CBSE relaxes passing criteria for Grade 10 students Here's a detailed CBSE Class 10 curriculum, 12 math paper grade 10 units I. Number of Systems II. Algebra III. Trigonometry of the IV century. COORDINATE GEOMETRY READ | CBSE
relaxes passing criteria for Grade VI Grade 10 students. Mensouration VII. Appendix statistics and probabilities: 1. Evidence in mathematics 2. Mathematical Modelling Block I: Numerical Systems Real Numbers (Periods 15) Lemm division Euclid, Fundamental theorem of arithmetic - statements after consideration of work
done earlier and after illustration and motivation Examples. Examples. results – irrationality 2, 3, 5, decimal expansion of rational numbers in terms of termination/intolerance of repetitive decimals. Unit II: Algebra 1. Polynomiums (periods 6) Zero polynomium. The relationship between zeros and polynomium coefficients
with a special reference to quadratic polynomiums. Affirmation and simple problems on the dividing algorithm for polynomists with real coefficients. 2. A couple of linear equations in two variables (periods 15) A pair of linear equations in two variables. Geometric representation of different possibilities of
decisions/inconsistencies. Algebraic conditions for a number of solutions. The solution of a pair of linear equations in two variables algebraicly – by substitution, by eliminating and by cross-breeding. Simple situational problems must be included. Simple problems with equations departing to linear equations may be
included. READ | CBSE Class 12 Physics curriculum for 2019 3 exams. Quadratic equations (periods 15) Standard form of quadratic equation ax2 + bx + c = 0, (a ?0). The solution of quadratic equations (only real roots) by factoring and by filling the square, that is, using a quadratic formula. The relationship between the
discriminator and the nature of the roots. Problems related to day-to-day activities to be included. 4. Arithmetic Progressions (AP) (Periods 8) Motivation for studying AP. Obtaining standard results finding nth term and sums of first n terms. Unit III: Trigonometry 1. Introduction to trigonometry (periods 18) Trigonometry
ratios of the sharp angle of the right triangle. Proof of their existence (clearly defined); motivate the ratios determined at 0° and 90°. The value (with evidence) of trigonometry ratios is 30°, 45° and 60°. Relationships between ratios. Trigonometry identities: Proof and application of identity sin2 A + cos2 A = 1. Only simple
identities to be given. Trigonometry ratios of additional angles. 2. Heights and distances (periods 8) Simple and plausible problems at altitudes and distances. Problems should not include more than two right triangles. Height/depression angles should be only 300, 450, 600. Block IV: Geometry coordinate lines (in two
dimensions) (Periods 15) Review the geometry concepts of the coordinates made earlier, including the graphs of linear equations. Awareness of the geometric representation of quadratic mnog- The distance between the two points and the formula of the section (inner). Triangle area. Unit V: Geometry 1. Triangles
(periods 15) Definitions, examples, counterintives of such triangles. 1. (Prove) If the line is drawn parallel to one side of the triangle to cross the other two sides at different points, the other two sides are divided in the same ratio. 2. (Motivate) If the line separates the two sides of the triangle in one ratio, the line is parallel
to the third side. 3. If in two triangles the corresponding angles are equal, their respective sides are proportional and the triangles are similar. 4. (Motivate) If the corresponding sides of the two triangles are proportional, their corresponding angles are equal, and the two triangles are similar. 5. (Motivate) If one angle of the
triangle is equal to one corner of another triangle, and the sides, including these angles, are proportional, the two triangles are similar. 6. (Motivate) If perpendicularly drawn from the top of the right corner to the hypotenuse, triangles on each side perpendicular to the entire triangle and each other. 7. (Prove) The ratio of
areas of two similar triangles is equal to the ratio of squares on their respective sides. 8. (Prove) In the right triangle, the square on the hypotension equals the sum of the squares on the other two sides. 9. (Prove) In the triangle, if the square on one side is equal to the sum of squares on the other two sides, the corners
opposite the first side - the right triangle. 2. Circles (periods 8) Tangents to the circle are motivated by chords drawn from points approaching closer and closer to the point. 1. (Prove) Tangent anywhere in the circle perpendicular to the radius through the collision point. 2. (Prove) The length of the tangents drawn from the
outer point to the circle is equal. 3. Designs (periods 8) 1. Division of the linear segment in a given ratio (internally). 2. Tangent to the circle from a point beyond. 3. Construct a triangle similar to a given triangle. Block VI: Mensouration 1. Areas related to circles (periods 12) Motivate the circle area; sectors and segments
of the circle. Problems based on the areas and perimeter/circumference of the aforementioned aircraft figures. (When calculating the area of the segment of the circle, the problems should be limited only to the central angle of 60 °, 90 ° and 120 °. 2. Surface areas and volumes (periods 12) 1. Problems finding surface
areas and volume combinations of either of the following: cubes, cubes, spheres, hemispheres and right circular cylinders/cones. Frost cone. 2. Problems associated with converting one type of metal solid to another and other mixed problems. (Problems with the combination of no more than two different solids. Block
VII: Statistics and probability 1. Statistics (periods 15) Average, median and mode grouped data (two-odor situation to avoid). 2. Probability (periods 10) Classic probability determination. The relationship to probability as given in Class IX. Simple problems on single events without using a set of notations. Appendix 1.
Evidence in Mathematics Further discussion of the concept of affirmation, proof and argument. Further illustrations of deducive proof full arguments using simple results of arithmetic, algebra and geometry. Dano's simple theorems......... and assuming ... Prove......... Learning to use only the given facts (regardless of their
truths) to obtain the necessary conclusion. Explanation of reverse, objection, construction of reverse and objections of the given results/assertions. 2. Mathematical modeling Reinforces the concept of mathematical modeling, using simple examples of models where some limitations are ignored. You can consider the
possibility of certain events and the assessment of averages. Modeling fair installment payments using only simple interest and future cost (ap use). Class 12 Division i. Relationships and Functions II. Algebra III. Calculus IV. Vectors and 3D geometry V. Linear programming VI. Probability appendix: 1. Evidence in
mathematics 2. Mathematical modeling of the chapter over time of distribution of relations and functions periods inverse trigonometric function periods matrix periods of determination periods of continuity and different periods of application of derivative periods of cumulative periods Application of cumulative periods of
differential equations periods periods of three-dimensional geometry periods of linear programming periods probability of periods of unit I: relationships and functions 1. Relationships and functions Types of relationships: reflex, symmetrical, transitive and equivalent relationships. One-to-one and function composite
functions inverse functions. Binary operations. 2. Inverse definition of trigonometric functions, range, domain, core value branches. Graphs of inverse trigonometry functions. Elementary properties of inverse trigonometric functions. Unit II: Albegra 1. Matrices Concept, designation, order, equality, types of matrices, zero
matrix, transpose matrix, symmetrical and rolled symmetrical matrices. In addition, multiplication and scalar multiplication of mistrifts, simple properties of addition, multiplication and scalar multiplication. Non-mutation multiplication of mants and the existence of nonzero mants, the product of which is a zero matrix (limited
to square matrix order 2). Concept of elementary operations of rows and columns. Inverted matrixes and proof of uniqueness inverse if it exists; (Here all the matrixes will have real records).) 2. State determinants of a square matrix (up to 3 × 3 matrix), properties of the demerminant, minors, cofactors and applications of
the detection when searching for a section of the triangle. Adjacent and inverse square matrix. Consistency, inconsistency and number of solutions of the system of linear equations according to examples, solving the system of linear equations in two or three variables (having a unique solution) using the inverse matrix.
Unit III: Calculus 1. Continuity and repentance Continuity and different accessibility, composite functions, chain rule, derivatives of inverse trigonometric functions, derivatives of an inequencial function. The concept of exponential and logarithmic functions and their derivatives. Logarithmic differentiation. Derivative of
functions expressed in the parameters value. Derivatives of the second order. Theorems of medium values Rolle and Lagrange (without evidence) and their geometric interpretations. 2. Application of derivative tools Application of derivative tools: Rate of changes, increase/decrease of functions, tangents and norms,
approximation, maxim and minim (the first derivative test is motivated geometrically and the second derivative test given as a proven tool). Simple problems (which illustrate the basic principles and understanding of the subject, as well as real situations). 3. Integration of integrated engrale as an inverse differentiation
process. Integration of various functions by substitution, partial fractions and parts, only simple integrals such as ± + + ± – + + ? ? ? 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 , , , , dx dx dx dx x axe bx c a x axe bx c ++ ±- ++ ++ ? ? 2 2 2 2 2 2 ( ) , px q px q dx dx a x dx and x dx axe bx c axe bx c to be evaluated. Certain amounts are set.
Fundamental theorem of Calculus (no evidence). The main properties of defined integrals and the evaluation of defined integrals. 4. Application of applications of integrales in search of the area under simple curves, especially lines, arcs of circles / parabolas / ellipses (only in standard form), the area between the two
above curves (the region should be clearly identified). 5. Determination of equations- deferences, order and degree, general and specific solutions to the deferencial equation. Formation of the deferential equation, the general decision of which is given. Solving deferential equations by dividing variables, homogeneous
deferential equations of the first order and the first degree. Linear differential equation type solution: P Q, dy y dx += where P and Q are x. Block IV: Vectors and 3D geometry 1. Vectors Vectors and scalars, the size and direction of the vector. The direction of the grasshoe/vector ratio. Vector types (levels, units, zero,
parallel and collinari vectors), vector of position of the point, negative vector, vector components, addition of vectors, multiplication of the vector with scalar, vector of the position of the point separating the line segment in a given ratio. Scalar (spot) vector product, vector projection along the line. Vector (cross) product
vectors. 2. Three-dimensional geometry The direction of the baskets/ratio of the line connecting the two points. Descartes and vector equation line, coplanar and rolled lines, the shortest distance between the two lines. Descartes and vector equation plane. Angle between (i) two lines, (ii) two planes, (iii) line and plane.
Distance point from the plane. Block V: Programming Introductions related terminology such as limitations, objective function, optimization, various types of linear programming (L.P.) problems, mathematical formulation of L.P. problems, graphical method of solving problems in two variables, possible and unfulvitable
regions, possible and unfulvitable solutions, optimal possible solutions (up to three non-trivial limitations). Block VI: Probability multiplication theorem. Conditional probability, independent events, general probability, Baye theorem. The random variable and its probability distribution, average, and variance of the haphazard
variable. Repeated independent (Bernoulli) trials and binomial distribution. Appendix 1. Evidence in mathematics Through many examples related to mathematics and already familiar to the student, display different types of evidence: direct, counter-positive, by contradiction, counter-example. 2. Mathematical modeling of
real problems, where many restrictions may really need to be ignored (continuing with class XI). However, now interested models will use the methods / results of muses, calculus and linear programming.
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